Musculoskeletal hazards and controls

HIGH-RISE FORMING
Photocopy this profile and distribute it as widely as possible!
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), such as chronic back pain or shoulder problems, often take time to
develop. Forceful exertion, awkward positions, hand-arm and whole-body vibration, contact stress, and
repetitive tasks can add up over time to produce an MSD.
This profile can help you identify and control MSD hazards in your job. We recommend that you add the
best practices outlined here to your company’s health and safety program. The hazards in a particular job,
however, may be different than the ones on this profile, so evaluate the risks of your particular activities.
In general, when implementing controls, consider the following ergonomic principles:
1. Use handling equipment when possible. The most effective intervention to control the risk of
developing an MSD is to eliminate or reduce the frequency of lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling. Use
material-handling equipment such as carts, dollies, pallet jacks, or manual forklifts.
2. Don’t lift a load from the floor. Lifting from the floor or below standing knuckle height can expose
your back to significant stresses and reduce your lifting capacity. Avoid this procedure by storing
objects above standing knuckle height and below standing shoulder height.
3. Avoid working on the floor. Constantly working on the floor can result in injuries to your back, hips,
and knees because it usually requires kneeling and bending your back forward. When possible, raise
the work height by using a workbench.
4. Minimize work above your shoulder. High lifting or constant reaching above the shoulder level is
harmful for three reasons.
1. Your muscle strength is reduced because most of the muscle work is performed by your shoulders
and arms instead of by the bigger muscles in your back and legs.
2. Your shoulder and arm muscles fatigue more quickly than your back and leg muscles because of
reduced blood flow.
3. Lifting or removing an object from a high shelf can be dangerous because you could drop the object.
5. Move smaller weights often or get help. Smaller weights put less stress on your back than larger
weights, even if the frequency of lifting is increased.
6. Exercise programs. Consider exercise programs. They help to prevent MSDs and promote general
good health.
7. Minimize vibration exposure. Vibration can be transmitted from work processes—such as operating
hand-held power tools (hammer drills, chipping guns, jackhammers)—into workers’ hands and arms.
Frequent exposure to moderate and high-intensity hand-arm vibration can lead to permanent health
problems.
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High-rise Forming

Shoring and Forming
Tasks
► Constructs footing form
► Constructs wall and grade
beam formwork
► Constructs column
formwork
► Erects shoring
► Constructs slab formwork
► Constructs stair formwork
► Installs embedded steel
► Dismantles/maintains
formwork

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)
► Awkward postures
(bending and kneeling)
while cutting and nailing
materials, assembling
forms below knee level, and
working in tight spaces
► Heavy lifting and carrying
of metal forms, shoring
materials, steel, and wood
columns
► Overexertion of wrists,
arms and shoulders while
working with hand tools
(wrenches, hammers, pry
bars) to remove forms
► Contact stress of the
shoulders and knees while
carrying large objects on
the shoulder and kneeling
on the ground to construct
forms and guardrails
► Repetitive motion of the
wrists or arms due to
hammering

Potential Controls
► Actively assess the job and implement controls
before starting work tasks to avoid overexertion and
awkward postures.
► Plan ahead to minimize material handling.
► Use mechanical equipment (cranes, forklifts,
backhoes) when lifting and moving heavy objects.
► Use mechanical equipment or get help from another
worker if one piece of material is greater than what
you can safely handle. Consider the weight of item,
lifting location, postures, and ergonomics.
► Use a cart to transport materials.
► Place heavy materials close to work location to
reduce carrying distance.
► Consider using pre-assembled, engineeredapproved guardrail systems instead of building
wood guardrails and posts at the jobsite.
► Whenever possible, consider job rotation (e.g.,
rotate to perform deck support installation for part
of the day).
► Use sawhorses or a workbench to cut plywood.
► Use a screw gun with a handle extension to secure
sheeting.
► Whenever possible, store heavy materials (plywood,
gang forms) no lower than standing knee height.
► When removing or stripping forms, consider using
a tool that can act as a leverage (similar to a pry
bar) to help remove forms without overexerting the
shoulders and back.
► Use teamwork, whenever possible, to remove large
wall forms located on the ceiling.
► When removing excess concrete, use a mechanical
arm support to hold the breaker tools. The external
arm support can be attached to a scaffold or a
pole provided by the manufacturer. An external
arm support can reduce static forceful exertion and
hand/arm vibration when working with the hand
tools.
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Shoring and Forming cont'd
Tasks

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls
► Shoulder pads should be used when a heavy item
cannot be transported with a cart or other transport
device. Carrying heavy objects on the shoulder often
causes excessive pressure to be applied over a small
area. Wearing shoulder pads can reduce
contact stress to the shoulder.
► Select the right tool. Lightweight tools, such as
titanium hammers, can help reduce fatigue and
increase productivity. A stake and nail-removing
tool can also reduce physical exertion and increase
productivity. Choose tools that fit your hand and are
appropriate to the task.
► Use proper lifting techniques (i.e., lift materials with
your legs, do not bend over or lift with your back,
keep the load close to your body). See the “Back
Care” chapter in IHSA’s Construction Health and
Safety Manual (M029).
► When lifting heavy or lengthy objects, consider
lifting the object using a walk-up/tilt-up technique
or slide material when possible.
► Before starting work, consider stretching and
performing warm-up exercises. See the chapter
on "Back Care" in IHSA's Construction Health and
Safety Manual (M029).

Concrete
Tasks
► Places concrete
► Cures concrete
► Installs precast
components
► Installs grout

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls

► Bending at the waist
and contact stress at the
knees while spreading and
finishing concrete

► Use powered trowels where possible to reduce hand
trowelling.

► Manual materials handling
of heavy equipment and
objects such as concrete
hoses and screed machines

► Change positions (sit or kneel with knee pads) when
working at or near ground level.

► Contact stresses on the
feet from standing on
uneven surfaces, such as
rebar mesh
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► Rotate between hand trowelling and other tasks.

► Use pulley systems attached to mobile carts
to assist in manual handling and positioning of
heavy equipment. This will reduce the amount of
force needed to lift, position, or operate tools or
equipment.

High-rise Forming

Concrete cont'd
Tasks

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls
► Use powered screeds

•

Walk-behind laser screed – can be used in
medium to large jobs that may have some
electrical or plumbing stubs. Also for jobs that
require rebar and/or Styrofoam insulation under
the slab.

•

Roller screed – can be used on large, wide
surfaces and on long, narrow, open surfaces. Also
for tilt-up wall panels and inclines up to 45° (with
winch).

•

Single or twin-engine motorized screed – can
be used in medium to large jobs that may have
some electrical or plumbing stubs. Also for jobs
that require rebar and/or Styrofoam insulation
under the slab.

► Regularly rotate between screeding and other tasks.
► Wear gloves with anti-vibration properties. These
gloves can reduce the vibration being transmitted
to the hands and arms from tools such as grinders,
needle guns, and sanders.
► Shoulder pads should be used when a heavy item
cannot be transported with a cart or other transport
device. Carrying heavy objects on the shoulder
often causes excessive pressure to be applied over
a small area. Wearing shoulder pads can reduce
contact stress to the shoulder.
► Use skid plates (2' metal disks that are placed
under hose couplings) to decrease friction under
concrete-filled hoses and prevent hose joints from
catching on rebar matting. The hose will slide more
easily, reducing the need for repetitive bending and
excessive force to move it.
► Train workers to use good body positioning when
spreading concrete and rodding. (A wide stance is
more stable and powerful and is easier on the back.)
► Never pour more than the length of the screed bar
ahead of the placing crew. Pouring fresh concrete
too far ahead causes additional shovelling, raking,
and rodding of the same material. By minimizing the
moving and handling of concrete, workers will be
less fatigued, less prone to injury, and more efficient.
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Concrete cont'd
Tasks

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls
► When pulling a screed rod or a rake, use a stance
with one foot in front of the other. It is less awkward
than when the feet are closer together—back
bending is reduced, and balance is better.
► Use a buggy to move equipment and concrete
whenever possible.
► Use boots that have

•
•

a durable, yet flexible material in the soles

•

a snug fit around the calf of the leg to ensure
additional comfort. Taping the tops of boots to
pant legs can help prevent mud from getting
inside boots.

soles that are stiff enough to prevent rebar from
digging into the bottoms, yet flexible enough
to walk comfortably (steel or fibreglass shanks
provide added support)

• insoles with impact-absorbing material to cushion
the heel and ball of the foot. Adding insoles
that absorb perspiration or wearing socks with
“wicking” capabilities will reduce moisture inside
the boots.
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•

insoles that fit properly. Buy insoles that match
your boot size or go one size larger. You can
use scissors to trim some insoles to custom fit
your boot. The arch should fit the shape of your
foot’s arch—not too high or too low. It should flex
slightly when you move and not be so stiff that
it’s uncomfortable.

•

a semi-rigid arch support that will help create a
better fit and allow for a more stable stance.

High-rise Forming

Scaffolding
Tasks

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls

► Assembles or
dismantles scaffold

► Heavy material handling of
scaffold frames and planks

► Lifts scaffolding
frames

► High forceful exertion while
assembling or dissembling
scaffold systems (climbing,
bending, pulling or pushing,
drilling, hammering, carrying,
prying, kneeling, and wrench
tightening)

► Lifts scaffolding
planks

► Use mechanical equipment (cranes, forklifts,
backhoes) when lifting and moving multiple scaffold
frames.
► Use mechanical equipment or get help from another
worker if one piece of material is greater than what
you can safely handle. Consider the weight of item,
lifting location, postures, and ergonomics.
► Manually lift or carry one frame at a time and one
plank at a time.
► Keep planks clean (eliminate mortar, ice, mud, etc.).
► Consider using lighter alternative scaffold materials
(e.g., aluminum tube scaffold).
► Use additional worker(s) for lifting wet or heavy
planks where appropriate.
► Stack frames standing up for manual lifting where
possible. (The lifting limit is greater above knee
level.)
► Use engineer-designed guardrail posts instead of
building at the jobsite. This reduces repetition and
awkward postures and increases productivity.
► Lighten your load. Plan what you are going to do.
Carry only the tools or equipment you will need.
Wear a tool belt that fits and distribute the tools and
materials evenly.
► Protect yourself. Avoid prolonged contact with hard
surfaces and sharp edges. Wear knee pads, gloves,
shoulder pads, or cushioned insoles in your shoes
for comfort and protection.
► Use proper lifting techniques (i.e., lift materials with
your legs, do not bend over or lift with your back,
keep the load close to your body). See the "Back
Care" chapter in IHSA’s Construction Health and
Safety Manual (M029).
► Practice good housekeeping. Pick up debris and
scrap wood to prevent trips, slips, and falls. Bend
exposed nails to prevent puncture wounds. Good
housekeeping allows you and your equipment to get
closer to your work.
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Framing
Tasks
► Constructs framing
systems
► Lays out floor systems
► Lays out wall systems
► Lays out roof and ceiling
systems
► Constructs floor systems
► Constructs wall systems
► Constructs roof and
ceiling systems

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)
► Overexertion injuries from
lifting and carrying wood
materials
► Injuries to the back and
knees from prolonged
squatting, kneeling, and
bending at the waist
(greater than 45o for
more than 2 hours) when
constructing wall frames
from the floor
► Back and shoulder injuries
from lifting or moving wall
frames and steel materials

Potential Controls
► Whenever possible, use machines to lift and
place beams (a crane or telescoping forklift with
appropriate attachments, or a boom truck). Use a
tag line to control the beam from the ground. Don’t
reach out for it. Let the equipment place the beam.
Don’t push or pull.
► Use cribbing to keep beams from getting stuck or
frozen to the ground before placement.
► Have delivery people place beams near their final
location when space is available. If using mechanical
devices is not feasible, ensure that there are enough
workers to lift the wall. Performing a team lift
requires cooperation among your work crew when
lifting and placing.
► Use mechanical devices (wall lift jacks, cranes, boom
trucks) to hoist wall frames into place, especially
when lifting large wall sections. When using such
devices, use taglines. Let the equipment place the
walls. Don’t push or pull.
► If mechanical devices are not available, break down
the partition walls into manageable sections for
easier handling.
► If possible, consider using a paneling system. The
panels can be assembled in a factory and later
shipped to the jobsite for installation.
► Avoid cutting materials at or near the floor. Use a
bench or sawhorses when cutting materials.
► Pick up garbage and scrap materials as you go to
prevent injuries from poor housekeeping. Distribute
garbage bins around your site and empty them
regularly.
► Deliver and store work materials near the installation
area when space is available.
► When applying adhesive, use a powered caulking
gun to reduce the amount of force you need to
apply. If possible, use a gun with a long handle to
promote good posture.
► Attach a handle extension to your screw gun, nail
gun, and glue gun to reduce bending and kneeling.
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Framing cont'd
Tasks

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls
► Use hand tools that have

•
•

low vibration and weight

•

appropriate-sized grips that are designed to be
used by either hand

•

a power grip for heavy work and a pinch grip for
fine work

•
•

a neutral wrist posture

a comfortable handle that provides a good grip,
(e.g., rubber or spongy-type grips)

torque reduction and low kickback, where
possible

► Whenever possible, use a forklift or crane to lift and
position trusses and plywood as close to the work
area as possible. When using a crane or boom truck,
follow all safety procedures for hoisting and rigging.
► If possible, build all or part of the roof on the
ground, and then hoist it into place. Refer to IHSA’s
Homebuilding Health and Safety Manual (M063)
and Residential Roof Truss Installation Procedures
(W210) for further information.
► If possible, when installing trusses conventionally,
use scaffolding or specially designed brackets that
hang off the top plate. When installed properly,
these brackets provide a platform and guardrails
that comply with the construction regulations. Such
work platforms can also reduce back strain because
the work will be at waist level instead of at your feet.
► Always ensure that there are enough workers to
spread trusses and plywood, which are often long,
awkward, and difficult to move without help.
► Install runners (made from 2x4s) on the roof. They
provide workers with stability and support.
► Select light, comfortable, and well-fitting boots with
ankle support.
► If possible, choose lighter cordless, electrical, or air
tools.
► Lighten up your tool pouch by carrying only the
tools you need for the job.
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Framing cont'd
Tasks

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls
► Wear gloves with anti-vibration properties. These
gloves can reduce the vibration being transmitted
to the hands and arms from tools such as grinders,
needle guns, and sanders.
► Use proper lifting techniques (i.e., lift materials with
your legs, do not bend over or lift with your back,
keep the load close to your body). See the “Back
Care” chapter in IHSA’s Construction Health and
Safety Manual.

Labourers
Tasks
► Moves and stores work
materials
► Chips concrete
► Housekeeping duties

•

Sweeps and collects
garbage

•

Shovels garbage into
garbage bags

•

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)
► Overexertion injuries to
the back and shoulders
from lifting and carrying
materials
► Repetitive bending over
when picking up materials

Potential Controls
► Do not overload garbage bags to reduce risk of
overexertion injuries
► Use mechanical equipment or get help from another
worker if one piece of material is greater than what
you can safely handle. Consider the weight of item,
lifting location, and posture.
► Select chipping hand tools that are lightweight and
have low vibration levels. Where possible, select a
tool with torque reduction and low kickback options.
► Whenever possible, use shovels to pick up bricks
and other such materials to reduce repetitive
bending at the waist.

Picks up garbage and
puts it into bins

► When picking up garbage outdoors, use dollies,
carts, or backhoes whenever possible.
► Use handles or gripping devices when carrying
wood planks, plywood, and drywall sheets. Use
powered wheelbarrows, hand trucks, and carts when
available.
► Use motorized pallet jacks whenever possible,
especially when moving material frequently or over
long distances.
► Push rather than pull because pushing reduces
lower back bone-on-bone compression.
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Labourers cont'd
Tasks

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)

Potential Controls
► When using carts or hand trucks:

•

Select models with appropriate wheels for
ground conditions.

•

Select models with swivel wheels on the rear and
fixed wheels on the front to make pushing easier
for long distances.

•
•

Maintain wheels in good condition.

•

Make sure the load height on the cart does not
obstruct your vision.

•

Keep the loads balanced and under the
manufacturers’ recommended weight limits.

Make sure handles are located at the rear of the
cart and at waist level.

► Consider storing all materials in large containers to
make transporting easier. This work technique will
reduce material handling and improve efficiency.
Large quantities of material (cables, welding units,
hoses, rigging equipment) can be transported at
one time using a forklift or crane.
► Implement a shelving system that makes it easier
to store and move materials, tools, and equipment.
The shelving system can position materials within
easy reach, allowing you to lift or move objects
without bending or twisting. If racking systems are
used, store items between knee and shoulder height
whenever possible.
► Use tag lines when a load is above shoulder height.
► Use a pry bar whenever possible.
► Use proper lifting techniques (i.e., lift materials with
your legs, do not bend over or lift with your back,
keep the load close to your body). See the "Back
Care" chapter in IHSA’s Construction Health and
Safety Manual (M029).
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Reinforcing steels
Tasks
Sorting rebar

Placing rebar

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)
► Back injuries from bending
over

► Sort steel to minimize the amount that it has to be
handled.

► Overexertion injuries (to
back and shoulders) from
moving rebar

► Place steel on deck so that workers can remove it
easily in the order it will used.

► Overexertion injuries (to
back and shoulders) from
lifting rebar from ground
level, and from carrying
rebar

► Store rebar at knee height to reduce bending and to
reduce the load on your lower spine.

► Injuries from attempts to
carry rebar alone (if there
are not enough workers to
help)
► Back injuries from frequent
bending over and pushing
► Strains and sprains to
arms and shoulders
from gripping bars when
fatigued
► Injuries from slips and
trips because of poor
housekeeping, or sagging
steel mat due to in
sufficient ties and chairs

Fixing rebar

► Back strains and sprains
because of frequent
bending at the waist
(greater than 45 degrees)
► Injuries because of
repetitive bending and
twisting when tying and
cutting wire with pliers
► Injuries due to awkward
posture (kneeling,
crouching, or lying down)
when tying rebar below
ground level
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► Mark the steel with different coloured paint to
identify it for use in different locations.

► Use a crane to lift prefabricated steel into position
(e.g., column cages), and to lift rebar close to the
placement location.
► Provide enough workers for the task
(e.g.,
lifting large-diameter bars requires two people).
► Limit the amount of rebar lifted at a time. The
amount should be limited to an average of
28 kg per lift per person for an 8-hour workday.
► Rotate workers among different tasks.
► Coordinate your work with the other trades working
on the deck (e.g., coordinating with the crane
operator to reduce your material handling).
► Ensure that the work area is clean. This will make
material handling easier.
► Use an adequate number of ties and chairs.
► Stretch your muscles for five minutes during a “mini
break” every hour.
► Use alternative tying methods or tools that reduce
bending at the waist.
► Rotate workers among different tasks.

High-rise Forming

Reinforcing steels cont'd
Tasks
Twisting tie wire

What can happen
(Hazards/Risks)
► Overexertion injuries to the
upper arms from repetitive
tying

Potential Controls
► Reduce tying tension applied to the wire. This
reduces the amount of hand exertion.
► Work at an appropriate speed to avoid injury.
► Explore alternative tying methods or tools. For
example, choose nips with long handles so that you
use less pressure when cutting wire. Use springloaded pliers to reduce hand exertion. Use pre-tie
wires or mechanical tying tools.

Working with
pre-fabricated cages

► Back injuries from lifting
and lowering cages
manually

► Explore the use of mechanical devices that can
lower cages to the ground without using on-site
cranes.

► Upper-arm injuries from
repetitive tying

► See the controls for “Twisting tie wire.”
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